
WHEN content creator Farhanah
Firdaus and lawyer Afif Che Had
went on their first date in 2016,
she decided to stop by a 7-Eleven
first. She led him to the magazine
section in the convenience store so
she can show him an article that
was published recently.
“There was an article about me

and I wanted to use it to explain to
him what I do as an online content
creator,” Farhanah, 25, said.
Afif, 28, wasn’t aware that

content creators thrived on social
media. He also recalled not having
an Instagram account.
“I guess you can call Afif an old

soul. He has no inclination
towards social media,” she said.
Farhanah, on the other hand,

has over 170,000 followers on
Instagram under the handle
FaaFirds and her YouTube channel
has over 73,000 subscribers and
the videos have garnered about
eight million views in total.
Afif decided to turn to YouTube

to learn to operate the camera that
Farhanah used for work before his
next date with her.
“We were walking and then he

asked, ‘Have you taken your
OOTD?’. He offered to help me
take a photo of what I was
wearing so I could post it on
Instagram later,” she said.
For the uninitiated, OOTD or

“outfit of the day” shots are a
staple for a content creator like
Farhanah who focuses on topics
like lifestyle, beauty and fashion.
Afif, in his research to understand
Farhanah’s social media career,
didn’t waste time picking up the
lingo.
“Yes, I’m a fast learner,” he said

with a laugh.
That’s when Farhanah became

aware of Afif’s potential as an
Instagram husband.
The two eventually got married

in 2017 and to this day, Afif is
happy to be known as an
Instagram husband to a popular
content creator.
“I’m proud to say that I’m the

only one in my circle who is an
Instagram husband,” he shared.

Merry men
Behind a woman’s nicely-shot

photos is most probably an
Instagram husband with a
smartphone.
The term ‘Instagram husband’ is

reported to have become popular
because of a viral YouTube video
by the channel The Mystery Hour.
Released in 2015, the clip

depicted miserable-looking

husbands talking about how they
often have to find the time to take
photos of their spouses using their
smartphones.
Fortunately, it seems that some

men in Malaysia are far from
miserable when it comes to
adopting the role of an Instagram
husband.
Afif, a criminal lawyer based in

KL, shared that he has been
developing his photo-taking skills
and expanding his awareness
about social media for Farhanah.
“I think there is more to being an

Instagram husband than just taking
photos. I live with the fact that my
wife is a content creator. During
my free time, I will gladly help my
wife with her content,” he said.
Since getting married, Afif has

gone from being the man behind
the camera to making regular
appearances in videos uploaded on
Farhanah’s YouTube channel.
Afif can be seen travelling with

Farhanah to participate in Internet
challenges like eating mystery-
flavoured jelly beans.
“I think my followers like seeing

my husband and I together in

videos because they coined the
hashtag #FaaFirds for us,” Farhanah
said.

Going the distance
On a scale of one to 10, Penang-

based marketing and communica-
tions executive Terry Neoh scores
himself only a “one” when it comes
to being an Instagram husband.
“(Taking photos of my wife) feels

like a difficult task. I think it’s more
difficult than taking exams,” Neoh,
38, said.
Thankfully, his wife, music

teacher Sherlene Qua, 29, takes a
more light-hearted approach when
it comes to posting pictures on
Instagram.
She has learned from outings

where they spent a lot of time
taking pictures of each other that
it’s not easy to achieve Instagram-
worthy photos.
“I didn’t really have any

expectation of him being an
Instagram husband. He’s been very
nice to offer to take photos of me
but I always decline,” she said.

Neoh then decided to invest in a
smartphone with better camera
features and even spent time
watching videos on how to take
better photos.
And Qua is happy with the

results. “I guess it felt good that I
can actually look nice (in photos)
as I think I am not a photogenic
person,” she said.
He is not the only Instagram

husband that is willing go the extra
mile to get the perfect photo for his
significant other.
Indonesian IT consultant Handy

Djauw, 27, has been living in
Malaysia for more than five years
and his wife Fellicia Tanner, 26,
has a collection of stunning
Instagram travel photos that were
mostly taken by him.
Tanner explained that Djauw is

the one who takes the initiative to
research and plan trips to Insta-
worthy places.
During a trip to Cappadocia in

Turkey, Djauw planned for them to
have a photo taken at a spot made
famous on social media.
“There is this hotel that prepares

a fake breakfast on the balcony for
guests to take a photo with a
gorgeous view that overlooks hot
air balloons flying over
Cappadocia,” she said.
Even though they got there at

4.30am, there was already a very
long queue.
“People were crowding the spot.

Eventually, I got everyone to form
a line and said we have to take
turns if we all want to be done
with our shots,” Handy said.
The couple got their shot at 7am

and Tanner was happy with the
result despite the long wait.
Before settling down, Tanner

said she did want her significant
other to be someone who can take
nice photos of her.
“I feel very lucky that I have him

because some of my friends feel
that their own boyfriends or
husbands are not as supportive
(when it comes to taking photos),”
Tanner said.
Djauw explained that he did not

set out to be an Instagram husband.
“I just wanted to take nice

photos. Of course I’m also really
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as an Instagram husband, afif said he has become used to helping
Farhanah create content for multiple platforms. during a holiday in Japan,
afif was a part of the video-logging experience that involved trying food
unique to the country. — youTube

Behind a woman’s nicely-shot photos is most likely an Instagram husband. — 123rf.com

neoh, who shot this image of Qua, feels taking pictures is
harder than sitting for exams. — TERRy nEoH

a shot of Farhanah leading her husband – this angle
is popular on Instagram. — FaRHanaH FIRdauS


